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Parenting and child and adolescent anxiety disorders

Intergenerational studies have shown that anxiety disorders commonly run in families (e.g., Noyes, Clarkson, Crowe, Yates & McChesney, 1987), yet genetic research consistently points to a strong environmental component in the aetiology of childhood anxiety disorders (e.g. Gregory & Eley, 2007). As such, research attention is increasingly looking to the role of parenting to help explain the intergenerational transmission of anxiety. The aim of this chapter is to review recent evidence and present a model of the influence of parental cognitions, expressed affect and behaviour in the development of anxiety disorders in children and adolescents.

A cautionary note

A large number of studies conducted over the past two decades have found associations between parenting and youth anxiety; however in many the associations have been of modest magnitude. McLeod, Wood & Weisz (2006) reported that parenting (as a general construct incorporating rejection and control) accounted for only 4% of the variance in childhood anxiety. For this reason it is important to consider parental factors as one potential risk or maintenance pathway amongst others. The exact contribution that parental factors make remains unclear for several reasons. First, some parenting factors are likely to be of greater significance to anxiety than others; this review will consider the strength of evidence for the prime candidates that have been subjected to empirical evaluation. Second, methodological factors account for much variation in the degree of association between parenting and youth anxiety reported: high quality, observational assessments of parenting, for example, are typically associated with stronger effects than parent or child reports and stronger associations are found when anxiety diagnoses are established as opposed to when anxiety is assessed by questionnaire (e.g. Mcleod, Wood, & Weisz, 2007). Third, studies vary in both the parenting dimensions assessed, the operational definitions used (e.g. see sections on parental control/involvement and negativity), and whether assessments are made of specific behaviours or more general 'parenting styles' (which may incorporate a collection of parental behaviours and
cognitions). Effect sizes may also be influenced by the diagnostic composition of the anxiety disordered participant groups, because specificity issues may be masked through the lumping together of disparate anxiety disorders. (For example, it is plausible that certain parental factors may be particularly pertinent in the case of separation anxiety disorder, e.g. Wood, 2006). Fourth, parental factors are likely to vary in their importance at different stages in children’s development and studies vary considerably in the age ranges of participants. Throughout this chapter, to identify participant groups we will use the terms infant (for under 2 years), children (for 2-11 years), adolescents (for 12 -18 years) and youth (for studies including both children and adolescents).

Finally, recent studies have emphasised the importance of interactive effects on the development of childhood anxiety disorder. It is now clear that a particular style of parenting may have a specific impact on one child, and have no such impact on another (e.g., a sibling, see Hudson & Rapee, 2002); and this is likely to be due to interactions between parenting and a range of other variables, including biological vulnerability and life events/lifestyle factors (e.g., Murray, Creswell, & Cooper, 2009). It is also essential to note that the great majority of studies include a single parent (most commonly the mother); and it is not clear, therefore, whether effects found are true for parents or caregivers in general, or are specific to parents of a particular sex or in a particular childcare role. Three questions that are of particular importance here relate to whether mothers and fathers tend to parent in similar ways, whether the impact of particular parental behaviours is the same whether it comes from mothers or father, and whether there are distinctive features of mothers’ and fathers’ parental interactions that make a specific contribution to the development of child anxiety (e.g., Bögels & Phares, 2008). The current evidence base is limited but we have considered each of these issues further below.

The intergenerational transmission of anxiety disorders

The familiality of anxiety disorders has been well documented from studies of mixed generations (e.g. Noyes et al, 1987) including those focussed on parent-child associations. For example, ‘top
down’ studies have consistently demonstrated that offspring of adults with anxiety disorders have an increased risk of anxiety disorder themselves (e.g., Beidel & Turner, 1997; Biederman et al, 1991; Silverman, Cerny & Nelles, 1988; Turner et al., 1987; Warner et al., 1995; Weissman et al., 1984).

Similarly, ‘bottom up’ studies have noted the increased prevalence of anxiety disorders amongst parents of children with an anxiety disorder (e.g. Last, Hersen, Kazdin, Francis, & Grubb, 1987; Last, Hersen, Kazdin, Orvaschel, & Perrin, 1991; Cooper, Fearn, Willetts, Seabrook, & Parkinson, 2006).

Cooper et al. (2006) conducted diagnostic interviews with 85 parents of children aged 7-12 years presenting at a child anxiety disorders clinic and 45 community controls. They found that mothers of children with anxiety disorders were almost three times more likely to meet criteria for a current anxiety disorder than mothers of the non-anxious control group children. Although only 60% of fathers were assessed in this study, fathers did not demonstrate an increased prevalence of current anxiety disorders in comparison to community controls, although they did show a raised prevalence of lifetime anxiety disorders.

The development of anxiety in children

It is important that models of the development of anxiety in youth are able to account for the increased prevalence of anxiety disorders amongst children with anxious parents (particularly mothers). They must also, however, be able to explain the occurrence of anxiety disorders in the absence of high parental anxiety. An example of such a model is presented by Murray, Creswell, and Cooper (2009) who distinguish between pathways to child anxiety that are accounted for by parental anxiety (i.e., biological/ genetic vulnerability) and pathways that may occur in the absence of parental anxiety, yet may be more likely to occur where parents are also anxious. These pathways are (i) life style and socialisation factors that increase the youth’s perception of increased threat and reduced control in relation to the environment, and (ii) parental responses, such as anxiogenic modelling and information transfer. Murray et al. (2009) also proposed that when youths exhibit signs of anxiety these may be reinforced or maintained by particular parental responses (increased
involvement and reduced encouragement). These responses may be particularly likely to occur when parents are themselves anxious. In this chapter we focus on the parental aspects of this model, and expand it to incorporate the potential mediating role of parental cognitions in the association between parental anxiety and behaviours, thus highlighting potential targets for prevention and treatment to enhance the efficacy of interventions for anxiety in youth.

**Parenting and child anxiety**

Observational studies of parent-youth interactions have identified associations (of varying strengths) between youth anxiety and (i) vicarious learning, (ii) information transfer, (iii) parental involvement (vs. autonomy granting) and (iv) negativity (vs. warmth). Although many studies have reported cross-sectional associations (e.g. Gar & Hudson, 2008; Hudson & Rapee, 2001; Moore, Whaley & Sigman, 2004), experimental and longitudinal designs are increasingly being used to address the issue of the direction of effects (e.g., Gerull & Rapee, 2002; De Rosnay, Cooper, Tsigaras, & Murray, 2006; Murray, De Rosnay et al., 2008). This is an essential development in the field if independent parental risk factors are to be identified, in contrast to what may potentially be parental responses to child anxiety, or bi-directional influences (see e.g. Silverman, Jurtines, Pina, & Jaccard, 2009). Thus, the following discussion pays particular attention to the extent to which conclusions can be drawn regarding the anxiogenic nature of particular parental behaviours.

(i) **Vicarious learning**

Clinical accounts have long ascribed a role to observational learning in the development of children’s fears (for a review see Askew & Field, 2008). For example, accounts of World War II experiences evidence the extent to which children expressed fears during air raids was closely related to the level of maternal expressed fear (Lewis, 1942). However, although observational studies have the advantage of high levels of ecological validity, they commonly lack sufficient control of other potentially contributing variables. The challenge for researchers is to develop tightly controlled
methods to examine the direction of effects between parenting and child anxiety, while retaining high levels of ecological validity. The studies of Mineka, Cook and colleagues (e.g. Cook & Mineka, 1987, 1989, 1990; Mineka & Cook, 1986, 1993), and recent experimental extensions of this work with human populations (e.g. Gerull & Rapee, 2002; DeRosnay, Cooper, Tsigaras, & Murray, 2006), have successfully met this challenge, providing support for a causal effect of modelling on the development of anxiety in children. Mineka, Davidson, Cook & Keir(1984) demonstrated that (non-snake-fearful) laboratory reared rhesus monkeys developed persistent fears of snakes and snake-like objects after observing their wild-reared parents’ fearful responses to snakes. Further studies demonstrated that these effects were enhanced in relation to stimuli where fear may be of an evolutionary advantage (e.g. snakes, but not flowers; Cook & Mineka, 1989, 1990).

To extend these findings to human populations, experimental methods have recently been applied. These experiments build on ‘social referencing’ research with nonclinical populations, which has demonstrated that children’s responses to potentially fear provoking stimuli are influenced by observed adult behaviour (see review by Feinman, Roberts, Hsieh, Sawyer, & Swanson, 1992). Gerull and Rapee (2002), for example, trained mothers to either express fear and disgust to potentially fear provoking toys or display neutral expressions, when in the presence of their toddler (15-20 months) offspring. They found that, in comparison to the benign/ neutral control condition, maternal fear expression led to an increase in their offspring’s expressed fear and avoidance of the toys. This effect has been found to extend beyond ‘prepared’ fear-relevant stimuli. Dubi, Rapee, Emerton, & Schneiring (2008) found that, following negative maternal expression, toddlers were similarly fearful of fear–irrelevant stimuli (toy mushroom and flower) and fear-relevant ones (spider and snake). De Rosnay et al. (2006) adapted this paradigm to assess the transmission of social fear in infancy (12-14 months). Non-clinical mothers were trained to express either social anxiety (i.e. behaviours based on clinical and empirical descriptions of social phobia) or respond in their usual (non anxious) way when interacting with a stranger. Again, in comparison to the control condition, expression of maternal
anxiety was associated with increased infant fearfulness, avoidance and reduced positive emotional tone when the infant was approached by the stranger. In this study, a significant interaction was reported with infant temperamental fearfulness (assessed using the Infant Behaviour Questionnaire, a parent report measure of infant activity level, smiling and laughter, fear, distress to limitations, soothability and orienting; Rothbart, 1978, 1981): infants who were rated by their mothers as generally more fearful showed a heightened response to maternal expressed anxiety with the stranger.

Although such experimental designs (e.g., Gerull & Rapee, 2003; De Rosnay et al., 2006) provide support for a causal effect of maternal modelling, one important limitation arises from the fact that a comparison is being made between how non-anxious mothers usually respond and their trained, anxious, response. In other words, infants might simply be responding with increased wariness to their mother reacting in an unexpected manner within the experimental paradigm. To overcome this limitation, it is essential to extend these findings to naturalistic studies. With regards to maternal modelling of anxiety, consistent results have been obtained in a recent prospective longitudinal study (Murray, De Rosnay et al., 2008). A sample of women diagnosed with social phobia and a non-anxious control group were recruited in pregnancy. The women and their children were then serially assessed. When the children were 10 and 14 months of age, mothers conversed with a stranger in the presence of their infant and the infant’s subsequent responses to the stranger were rated. Maternal expressed anxiety at 10-months postpartum (which was, as expected, higher in the social phobia group than the control group) predicted increased infant avoidance of a stranger four months later. Again, infant temperament moderated the association: specifically, where infants of mothers with social phobia were behaviourally inhibited (classified on the basis of behavioural observations; Kagan, Reznick, & Snidman, 1987) (see Chapter 9), they were particularly likely to show increased avoidance of the stranger. Boys appeared more vulnerable than girls to the effects of the mother’s disorder. Further longitudinal follow-up of the children participating in this longitudinal study will be important to ascertain whether these factors constitute risk for the development of an
anxiety disorder in later life. Nonetheless, the current findings provide strong support for the hypothesis that observed maternal anxiety influences the development of childhood anxiety, particularly in the context of pre-existing vulnerability (i.e. high behavioural inhibition).

(ii) Information transfer

A large body of research with nonclinical samples has demonstrated that children’s anxious beliefs and behaviours are influenced by verbal information – for example, through tuition, spontaneous conversations, recollections of past event, as well as plans for the future (Fivush, 1991; Nelson, 1993; Denham et al., 1994). In a series of studies with nonclinical samples, Field and colleagues have shown that children’s avoidant behaviours and fear beliefs are influenced by the information they are given (e.g. Field Hamilton, Knowles, & Plews, 2003; Field, Lawson & Banerjee, 2008; Field & Lawson, 2003; Lawson, Banerjee & Field, 2007; and see Chapter 10, this volume).

Parents are likely to be an important source of fear-relevant information. Observational studies of children with anxiety disorders in conversation with their parents support the view that parental narratives can be an important influence on the development of children’s anxiety. For example, Barrett, Rapee, Dadds & Ryan (1996) instructed parents to discuss ambiguous scenarios with their 7 to 14 year old offspring to help their child generate a plan for how they would respond to the scenarios. Following discussion with their parents, anxious youth were increasingly likely to propose an avoidant plan. In contrast oppositional youth were more likely to propose an aggressive plan; and nonclinical control children were more likely to propose a pro-active plan. Barrett et al. (1996) labelled this the ‘FEAR’ effect: Family Enhancement of Aggressive or Avoidant Responses. In an accompanying paper, Dadds and Barrett (1996) described the process by which parents of anxious children appeared to support child avoidant responses, specifically by showing enthusiasm for avoidant plans and providing avoidant responses themselves. Similar results were reported by Chorpita, Albano and Barlow (1996) who showed that child trait anxiety correlated positively and significantly with threat interpretations and avoidant plans, and that this was enhanced following
family discussions. A limitation of these studies is that it is unclear whether parents of anxious children are encouraging their child to adopt a more anxious approach, or are instead encouraging their child (who may try to downplay his or her anxiety) to accurately represent how they would really respond to the scenarios presented. In other words, did parents reinforce anxiety, or did they simply encourage their child to give more accurate responses? To address this difficulty, Murray, Creswell, and Fearon (2010) trained non-anxious mothers of 30 non-anxious children aged 7 to 8 years to act in a manner consistent with the FEAR effect, or in a contrasting manner ('Non-FEAR', i.e. showing enthusiasm for and reciprocating non-threatening interpretations and non-avoidant plans). Following the training period, the children and their mothers discussed two ambiguous scenarios. The children were then assessed on their interpretation of the scenarios that had been discussed, as well as of a novel set of ambiguous scenarios to assess whether the effects of the discussion generalised. Although the non-FEAR group exhibited a reduction in threat interpretation to both the discussed and novel scenarios, the FEAR group exhibited no change in threat interpretation. In other words, family discussions that reinforced children’s adaptive (non-FEAR) interpretations led children to adopt and generalise a more adaptive style, whereas discussions that reinforced anxious interpretations maintained this processing style. The combination of findings from the quasi-experimental study of Barrett and colleagues and the experimental study of Murray and colleagues suggests that the discursive style of parents may, indeed, have an influential effect on children’s developing fear beliefs.

Future research would benefit from extending these findings to investigate whether these effects lead to changes in observed anxiety when children subsequently enter relevant potentially anxiety provoking situations. Preliminary evidence from a longitudinal study of adjustment to school in children of mothers with social phobia suggests this might be the case (Murray, Pella et al., 2008).

(iii) Parental control
Theories of the development of anxiety have commonly implicated parental control, in contrast to autonomy granting, as having an important causative role. Specifically, a parent’s excessive regulation of the child’s behaviours and discouragement of independence is likely to (a) give the child a message that the world is a dangerous and uncontrollable place (e.g., Hudson & Rapee, 2004), and (b) militate against the child’s developing a sense of competence and mastery, reinforcing the avoidance of challenge (Parker, 1983; Chorpita & Barlow, 1998). Studies have differed in the specific nature of parental control assessed; some focus on parental overinvolvement (where nurturance and support is given to the child when it is not needed, e.g. Hudson & Rapee, 2001); others on intrusive control (where the parent takes over or strongly directs the child, e.g. Wood, 2006); and others on lack of autonomy granting (where a parent fails to encourage the child to face challenges e.g. Moore et al., 2004). In a meta-analytic review, McLeod et al. (2006) reported overall effect sizes for the general construct of ‘control’ and for overinvolvement and autonomy-granting specifically. Although the overall effect size for control was only $r = .25$ (i.e. accounting for 6% of the variance), this rose to .42 for autonomy granting (versus .23 for overinvolvement). The authors emphasise the need for the traditional parenting dimensions (such as ‘rejection’ and ‘control’) to be dissected into specific components that may represent more specific correlates with child anxiety. Notably, effects were strongest where direct observations of parenting were made (rather than child or parent report), and when child anxiety disorder was examined rather than trait anxiety or anxiety symptom scores.

An important question in relation to parental control is whether it arises in response to child anxiety, or plays an initiating role. Two recent experimental studies have attempted to address this issue. De Wilde and Rapee (2008) instructed 26 mothers of non-clinical children aged 7-13 years to act in either an overly controlling or minimally controlling manner while working with their child on the preparation of a practice speech. Children were subsequently asked to prepare and give a second speech independently of the parent. When children had to do the task alone, those whose mothers had acted in a controlling manner were rated as showing greater anxiety than those whose mothers...
had acted in a minimally controlling manner. A limitation of this study was that the instructions to mothers included the suggestion that they give the child a sense of how likely they were to succeed in the task, so it was unclear to what extent the effects found did arise from differences in maternal control, or from information transfer (see above), or other potentially overlapping parenting behaviours (e.g. negativity).

Support for the influence of parental control on child anxiety was found in a second experimental study. Thirlwall and Creswell (2010) adopted a repeated measures design in which 24 mothers, from a community population, were trained, using verbal instruction and a DVD presentation, to act in (I) a controlling, and (ii) a child-led manner (counterbalanced across participants) while they worked with their 4-5 year old children to prepare to speak to a video-camera. When mothers were more controlling, children predicted that they would be less able to perform well when it came to doing the task; most important, these differences were not accounted for by observed maternal negativity. Furthermore, for children rated as having high trait anxiety, observed child anxiety was significantly higher while delivering the speech when mothers had been controlling (vs child led). Whether a similar pattern of results will be obtained with children of other ages requires exploration; however these preliminary studies suggest that higher levels of maternal control can lead to increases in child anxiety, particularly for children predisposed to being fearful. These conclusions are consistent with those drawn from a longitudinal, naturalistic study in which children who were inhibited at two years of age were only found to be socially reticent at four years of age if their mothers had shown intrusive control or were derisive towards the child at the initial assessment (Rubin, Burgess & Hastings, 2002). Taken together, these studies support the hypothesis that parental control influences the development of childhood anxiety, and that this effect is exaggerated in the context of vulnerability factors such as high temperamental fearfulness.
As noted above, parental control has been implicated in the development of anxiety through its influence on children’s cognitions about threat and control (e.g. Hudson & Rapee, 2004; Chorpita & Barlow, 1998). A recent study by Perez-Olivas, Stevenson and Hadwin (2008) provided preliminary support for the hypothesis that the association between parental control and separation anxiety is mediated by how children process threat information. In this study, 129 non-clinical children (6-14 years) completed a visual search task to assess attentional bias to angry faces, and mothers provided a Five Minute Speech Sample (FMSS). The FMSS involves asking mothers to speak about their child (with minimal prompting) for five minutes; and ratings are then made on the basis of the content and tone of the narratives. The results provided evidence, consistent with a partially mediated pathway, in which the child’s vigilance for angry faces, which was associated with maternal overinvolvement, in turn augmented the degree of separation anxiety in the child. Further studies are now required that are able to examine the temporal nature of these associations. Age was not taken in to account in this analysis; however, it is notable that anxiety related differences in hypervigilance for angry faces was only present among children 10 years of age and older, highlighting the need for consideration of processes occurring within narrow age-bands.

In another study, which addresses the cognitive mechanisms by which parental control might influence youth anxiety, Chorpita, Brown, and Barlow (1998) reported that, in a study of 93 clinic and non-clinic children aged 6-15 years, children’s perceived control mediated the association between a measure of control in the family environment and child negative affect (anxiety and depression). Similarly, an observational study by Gordon, Nowicki, and Wichern (1981) provides support for an association between parental over-involvement and children’s cognitive style. These researchers administered a difficult puzzle task to 7-8 year old children who were accompanied by their mothers, and found that offspring of mothers who tended to help more, give more directions, and generally interfere more, had a more external locus of control than offspring of less ‘controlling’ mothers.
It is important to note, that none of the studies presented thus far provides any information on the impact of child anxiety on parenting behaviour, or potential bidirectional associations. Although we can conclude that there is support for the hypothesis that controlling parenting can influence child anxiety, this does not rule out the possibility of a bi-directional relationship. As noted by Silverman, Kurtines, Pina, and Jaccard (2009), bidirectional influences have rarely been considered in relation to youth anxiety; however, the possibility that parents’ behaviour may change towards their child in response, for example, to a child’s improvement from treatment, is highly plausible. Consistent with this hypothesis, Rubin, Nelson, Hastings and Asendorpf (1999) reported that parents’ perceptions of their child’s shyness when aged 2 years, significantly predicted observed maternal overprotection when children were 4 years of age (however, in the absence of an assessment of parenting at 2 years, is unclear whether these results reflect changes over time or a continuity in overprotection).

Another approach to disentangling the relative contributions of child and parental influences is to assess parents’ responses to multiple offspring with varying levels of anxiety. Hudson and Rapee (2002) and Barrett et al. (2005) both used sibling controls and found no significant difference between nonanxious mothers’ behaviour with their anxious child and with the child’s sibling; but these two sets of maternal interactions did differ from those of mothers of non-anxious control children. In other words, mothers with an anxious child differed in their parenting to mothers with no anxious children, and their parenting was similar with both their anxious child and that child’s sibling. The authors infer from these findings that the distinctive characteristics of the mothers of anxious children, namely, over-involvement (Hudson and Rapee, 2002), and over-control and lack of autonomy granting (Barrett et al., 2005), arise primarily as a function of maternal rather than child characteristics.

Although this interpretation is consistent with their findings, it should be noted that, in Hudson and Rapee (2002) 13% of anxious children’s siblings met criteria for a DSM-IV anxiety or behaviour disorder and 30% experienced subclinical levels of anxiety. In the study by Barrett and colleagues,
siblings who met criteria for a clinical-level anxiety disorder were excluded from analyses, however the frequency of subclinical levels of anxiety is not reported and, notably, anxious children and their siblings did not differ in their behaviour within the observed family discussion task. Caution should, therefore, be applied before rejecting the hypothesis that parental behaviours are a response to child anxiety. These studies also highlight the importance of examining interaction effects to explain the development of anxiety in youth, as despite both anxiety disordered children and their siblings experiencing higher levels of parental control, in most cases only one sibling in the pair developed an anxiety disorder. As noted above, parental behaviours are likely to have a differential impact depending on child age and developmental stage. These studies both included children from wide age ranges (7 to 16 years, Hudson & Rapee, 2002; 6 to 16 years, Barrett, Fox & Farrell, 2005) and included same and mixed sex sibling pairs; however age and sex effects will be an important consideration in future research and neither study was sufficiently powered to look at these variables (n = 57 Hudson & Rapee, 2002; n = 47 Barrett, Fox & Farrell, 2005).

A recent study has applied a novel design to further investigate child and maternal contributions to maternal behaviour. Mothers of a sample of 7 to 14 years old children with anxiety disorders and mothers of nonclinical children were observed interacting with an unrelated child from the same diagnostic group as their own child, and an unrelated child from a different diagnostic group (i.e. anxious or not anxious) (Hudson, Doyle, & Gar, 2009). The anxious and non-anxious children did not differ on mean age or sex. In this study mothers were instructed to help the children prepare to give a speech. All mothers were more involved with clinically anxious children in comparison to nonclinical children, with no significant effects of maternal group, suggesting that the children’s anxious behaviours influenced maternal involvement.

In summary, recent experimental studies suggest that increased parental control can lead to increased anxiety (in particular among children prone to high anxiety). In addition, observations of parents of clinically anxious parents interacting with unrelated children suggest that parents may become more controlling or involved in response to high levels of child anxiety. No studies to date
have been conducted with suitable methodology to fully elucidate the directionality of parental control in relation to anxiety in youth. This is clearly an essential direction for future research.

Parental negativity, or lack of warmth, has been implicated in the development of anxiety as it is suggested that it may lead the child to believe that the environment is fundamentally hostile and threatening, that outcomes will be negative, and to a sense of low self-worth and competence (Parker, 1983; Bogels & Tarrier, 2006). Although some have suggested that parental negativity may be associated with youth anxiety through their mutual association with low mood (e.g., Rapee, 1997), others have suggested that the experience of parental negativity may create a vulnerability for developing fear through other pathways. Price-Evans and Field (2008) reported that, among a sample of 6-10 year old children, increased child perceptions of mothers as neglectful mediated the effect that verbal threat information (see above and Chapter 10, this volume) had on fear of novel animals. In this study there were no significant effects of child perceptions of punitive maternal style, maternal warmth, overprotection or monitoring or perceptions about paternal rearing. Again, this finding highlights the importance of looking at specific parenting constructs rather than global indices of, for example, ‘negativity’. Indeed, the precise definition of parental negativity has differed across studies, and has included withdrawal or a lack of positive affect, but also lack of acceptance, actively aversive parenting or rejection.

Reviews based on both the broader definition and more specific subtypes of parental negativity have concluded that evidence for parental lack of warmth being associated with child anxiety is weak and inconsistent (Wood, et al., 2003; di Bartolo & Helt, 2007; McLeod, Wood, & Weisz, 2007). For example, on the basis of their meta-analysis, Mcleod and colleagues reported a small mean effect size of $\hat{r} = .20$ for the general construct of ‘rejection’, and, more specifically, mean effect sizes of $\hat{r} = .06$ for warmth, $\hat{r} = .22$ for withdrawal, and $\hat{r} = .23$ for aversiveness. In addition, where associations have been found, studies have not been equipped to address issues of directionality. A recent exception is the study of Silverman, Kurtines, Pina and Jaccard (2009). They studied a sample of 7 to 16 year old
clinically anxious youth before and after CBT treatment, with or without active parental involvement. They assessed their patients’ perceptions of parental positive and negative behaviours, and conflict in the parent-youth relationship. From this study, evidence was strongest for the hypothesis that youth anxiety effects parenting; specifically, changes in youth anxiety from pre to post-treatment were associated with reductions in parental negative behaviours at the post-treatment assessment. As this study relied on child reports of parenting variables it is unclear whether the results reflect changes in child perceptions of parenting, rather than actual parenting; however, it is notable that a similar pattern of findings existed for self-reported parental anxiety, i.e. an equivalent change from pre to post-treatment in the CBT with and without active parental involvement conditions.

Hudson, Doyle & Gar (2009) also observed maternal negativity in their study of mothers of clinically anxious and non-anxious children. Mothers of clinically anxious children (in comparison to mothers of non-anxious children) were less negative in their interactions with nonclinical children compared to their interactions with clinically anxious children. Although caution must be maintained, because the number of negative behaviours expressed was relatively low, the authors suggest that the fact that mothers of non-anxious children are less used to dealing with severely anxious behaviour may enable them to be more warm and positive in their interactions. Once again, the results of both these studies provide a clear impetus in the field to seriously consider child to parent effects, and bi-directional associations.

Wider parenting practices

Although research interest in parenting outlined above has largely focused on observed parent-child interactions and the assessment of proximal parenting processes, it is important to note that wider parenting practices are also likely to be implicated in the development of child anxiety. Thus, parents’ decisions concerning, for example, the use of day care, and family socialisation and recreational activities, all stand to enhance or limit child exposure to potential challenges beyond
the home, and thereby the opportunity for the child to develop coping skills. Research on these parenting dimensions in the context of youth anxiety is scant (although see Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006; Chorpita & Barlow, 1998). Nevertheless, there are grounds for suggesting that this is an important area for investigation, particularly in the pre-school and early school years. For example, in nonclinical samples, in which parents actively foster pre-school social experiences, children show less anxious behaviour, and fewer absences from kindergarten in comparison to children whose parents were less active in fostering social experiences (Ladd, Le Sieur, Profilet & Duck, 1993; Ladd, & Hart, 1992; Ladd, & Price, 1987).

Parental anxiety and parenting behaviours

If parental behaviours constitute a pathways to intergenerational transmission of anxiety then it is reasonable to expect a greater frequency of those parental behaviours that appear to reinforce child anxiety among parents who themselves experience high levels of anxiety than among low anxious parents. To date there has been only a small number of studies that address this hypothesis.

(i) Vicarious learning

It seems plausible to assume that children of anxious parents will have increased opportunities for vicarious learning, due to more frequent expression of anxiety by their parents in comparison to children of non-anxious parents. This assumption has been corroborated by findings from Murray et al.’s (2007) longitudinal study of the intergenerational transmission of social anxiety. Mothers and infants were studied from three demographically comparable groups: where the mother had social phobia (n = 96), where the mother had GAD (n=52), and where the mother had no anxiety disorder (n = 54). Mothers’ behaviours with their 10 week old infants were observed in a face-to-face interaction and in a social challenge (conversation with a stranger). Mothers with social phobia (n = 84) were no less sensitive than control mothers with no anxiety disorder (n = 89) during interactions with their infants; however, mothers with social phobia exhibited significantly more anxiety,
engaged less with the stranger and were less encouraging of their child’s interaction with the stranger than the non-anxious mothers. These differences appeared to be specific to mothers with social phobia, as they were not found among mothers with Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD). Furthermore, as reported above, continuing maternal expressed social anxiety at 10 months predicted subsequent infant avoidance of a stranger. Whether these findings extend to parental anxieties in other (non-social) domains warrants empirical examination.

(ii) Information transfer

Few studies have investigated in detail potentially anxiogenic information that highly anxious parents convey to their offspring. In a preliminary investigation, Moore, et al., (2004) observed mother-child interactions in three discussion tasks (an ‘ideal person task’, a conflict conversation, and an anxiety conversation). The 68 mother-child (7-15 years) pairs formed four groups based on the presence or absence of maternal as well as child anxiety disorder. There was a main effect of maternal anxiety disorder on the extent to which mothers made catastrophic comments, as well as an interaction with child anxiety diagnosis: specifically, when mothers were anxious, catastrophising was present in the majority of dyads; but when mothers were not anxious, catastrophising was elevated in dyads only where the child had an anxiety disorder diagnosis. These findings suggest that, as well as being a response to high child anxiety, a catastrophic narrative style may also be a function of maternal anxiety. These conclusions must be regarded as preliminary as group comparisons were based on small cell sizes (for example, there were only 8 dyads in the anxious mother-non-anxious child group) and, thus, may not be generalisable. In addition, the findings reflect cross-sectional associations and studies that can investigate the direction of effects are required. Recent findings from a follow-up of the prospective, longitudinal study conducted by Murray, DeRosnay et al. (2008) do suggest that anxious (in this case socially phobic) mothers do express more anxious cognitions (e.g., threat attributions) during a naturalistic, picture book,
narrative interaction with their five-year old children about a potential social challenge (starting school), independent of previously assessed child behavioural inhibition (Murray, Pella, et al., 2008).

(iii) and (iv) Parental control/ involvement and negativity

Although studies of parental behaviours associated with parental anxiety disorder have found increased negativity and reduced autonomy granting (Whaley, Pinto, & Sigman, 1999), others have not found consistent associations (Ginsburg, Grover & Ialongo, 2004; Turner, Beidel, Roberson-Nay & Tervo, 2003; Woodruff-Borden et al, 2002). Indeed, because of the family aggregation of anxiety, it remains possible that associations found between parental anxiety and parenting behaviours are, in fact, the result of a shared association with increased child anxiety. The importance of the effect of the child on their parent has been emphasised by the few studies that take in to account both the child and parent anxiety diagnoses. One such study by Moore et al. (2004), suggested that mothers of anxious children, regardless of their own anxiety, were less warm and granted less autonomy in interaction with their child than mothers of non-anxious children. Unfortunately, as noted above, in this study cell sizes were small which limits generalisability of the findings. Nevertheless, Gar and Hudson (2008) conducted a larger study employing a similar design and reported findings consistent with those of Moore et al.’s general conclusions. 155 mothers and their 4-16 year old children participated, again grouped according to the presence or absence of child and maternal diagnosis (with a minimum cell size of n = 28). Based on both observed parent-child interactions (in preparation of a speech) and the Five Minute Speech Sample (FMSS), across the two procedures there was a main effect of child anxiety status on maternal overinvolvement, but not of maternal anxiety status. Mothers of anxious children were also rated as being more negative on the FMSS. In this study, which focussed on maternal control and negativity dimensions, no significant main effects or interaction effects with maternal anxiety were found. It appears, therefore, that more involved or controlling behaviour, and possibly negativity, is a common parental response to having an anxious
child which (see above) might reinforce child anxiety (in particular, when it occurs in interaction with other vulnerability factors).

Whether parental anxiety increases the likelihood of over-involved or controlling parenting behaviour, thereby promoting the development of child anxiety, cannot be ascertained from these studies of already anxious children: Information is required on the processes that occur before the onset of the child anxiety disorder. In fact, the results of prospective longitudinal studies suggest that infant or child inhibition may provoke these parenting styles more readily among anxious, compared to non-anxious, parents. For example, Hirshfeld, Biederman, Brody, Faraone, and Rosenbaum (1997) found that maternal criticism of the child (assessed via the FMSS) was a function of a significant interaction between child behavioural inhibition and maternal anxiety disorder status; that is, within the group of anxious mothers 65% of those with inhibited children were critical compared to 18% of those with non-inhibited children. Among non-anxious mothers, by contrast, the prevalence of maternal criticism was similar in those with inhibited and uninhibited children. Similar findings were obtained by Murray, De Rosnay et al. (2008): mothers with social phobia showed low levels of encouragement to their infants to engage with a stranger only if their infant was behaviourally inhibited.

Cognitive mechanisms may underly the association between high parental anxiety and an increased tendency to respond to child symptoms in potentially anxiogenic ways. For example, Rubin, Cheah and Fox (2001) suggest that parental beliefs about child vulnerability may lead to parenting behaviours that strengthen the relationship between child temperamental risk factors and child anxiety. In other words, parents’ beliefs (and the behaviour that follows) may determine whether or not temperamentally fearful children develop an anxiety disorder (and see Creswell, Murray & Cooper, 2010). Indeed, anxious parents, who are more inclined to interpret the world in a threatening manner themselves, have been found to make similar interpretations in relation to situations involving their child (Lester, Field, Oliver & Cartwright-Hatton, 2008), to predict that their
child will feel threatened and be more easily distressed (Creswell & O’Connor, 2006), and to have lower expectations of their own parental control of their child’s behaviour (Wheatcroft & Creswell, 2007); and these effects hold true after accounting for the contribution of child anxiety. Furthermore, parental predictions of increased child vulnerability appear to lead to more involved parental behaviours. Thus, in a preliminary experimental study, Creswell, O’Connor & Brewin (2008) allocated mothers of 52 non-anxious children aged 7 – 11 years to either a ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ expectations’ group prior to completing a difficult anagram task with their child, in which the parent was led to believe the child would be likely to enjoy, or else be upset by, the task. The results showed that parents who were given negative expectations displayed increased levels of involvement during the task, suggesting that parental expectations about children’s vulnerability are associated with more involved parenting behaviours. In this study, the increase in parental involvement that following experimental manipulation was small and did not lead to a significant increase in observed child anxiety. Future studies are required that include a sample that is sufficiently large to detect differences in child anxiety and to examine interactions with child trait anxiety, Nonetheless, based on these studies, one can speculate that targeting parental cognitions may be of particular value in interventions which aim to improve child anxiety by changing parental behaviour.

(v) Wider parenting practices

As noted above family socialisation and use of childcare are likely to influence the development of anxiety in children, and may be affected by the presence of parental anxiety. For example, highly anxious parents may find it challenging to support their child’s exposure to potential stressors or may provide only limited naturalistic opportunities for their child to face fears and develop coping skills. Initial support for this hypothesis has come from our prospective study of mothers diagnosed with social phobia, in which infants of non-anxious mothers experienced greater frequency of non-maternal care between 4 and 24 months of age (Creswell, Murray, & Cooper, 2010).
Further investigation of parental anxiety and wider socialisation practices is clearly warranted.

Further issues in research on parenting and child anxiety

(i) Specificity of effects

Few studies to date have addressed the issues of specificity of effects. Several issues arise. The first concerns the question of whether particular parenting characteristics are uniquely associated with child anxiety disorders, rather than with more general child psychopathology. Second, there is the question of whether there are parenting characteristics that are specifically related to subtypes of both parent and child anxiety disorder. The third question is whether difficulties associated with either parental or child disorders are only manifest in specific, disorder-relevant contexts, or are apparent across situations. With regard to the first issue, studies (e.g. Dumas & La Freniere, 1993; Dumas et al., 1995; Hudson & Rapee, 2001) that have used observational methods to compare the parenting of anxious children with that of children with other disorders have produced inconsistent findings. Thus, compared to mothers of aggressive children, those of anxious children have been observed to be both more negative and more controlling (Dumas & La Freniere, 1993; Dumas et al., 1995); but also to be indistinguishable in terms of negativity and control (Hudson & Rapee, 2001).

The use of more precise definitions of subtypes of parental behaviours within these broad categories, and comparisons with groups experiencing disorders that are commonly comorbid with anxiety, is likely to lead to greater consistency between findings and a clearer understanding of specific risks for childhood anxiety. Both the Virginia Twin Study (Kendler, Myers & Prescott, 2000) and the Great Smoky Mountain epidemiological study (Shanahan, Copeland, Costello, & Angold, 2008) are notable for having used multiple informants (youth and parent), and for having carefully controlled for comorbid anxiety, mood and behavioural disorders. The former showed each of cold, over-protective and authoritarian parenting to contribute to offspring anxiety, over and above their
impact on other child diagnoses; while the latter showed some evidence for over-intrusive parenting being specifically associated with anxiety disorders rather than conduct disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder and depression.

The majority of the studies discussed above concerned associations between parenting factors and childhood anxiety in general, grouping together disparate anxiety disorders (most commonly social phobia, GAD, and separation anxiety disorder (SAD), but also, commonly, specific phobias and obsessive compulsive disorder). The issue of the diagnostic specificity of parental risk factors has received scant attention, despite emerging supportive evidence. Of note are the studies reported above concerning vicarious learning. Gerull and Rapee (2002), for example, showed that maternal modelling of fear to potentially fear-provoking objects led to infant expression of fearful and avoidant responses to those specific stimuli, and not to other novel stimuli to which mothers had not expressed fear. Similarly, specific effects on children’s social reticence have been observed after mothers expressed anxiety and displayed reduced encouragement in a social setting (DeRosnay et al., 2006; Murray, De Rosnay et al., 2008). Notably, such parental behaviours have been found to be specifically associated with the presence of maternal Social Phobia and not GAD (Murray et al., 2007), suggesting that issues of diagnostic specificity will be important to take into account when considering the risks associated with parental anxiety disorder, as well as the development of child anxiety. A preliminary study of 55 clinically anxious children and their mothers (also assessed for anxiety disorder diagnoses) highlighted a potential clinical implication of this issue (Cooper, Gallop, Willetts & Creswell, 2008). Specifically, clinically anxious children (aged 7-12 years), with a range of anxiety disorders, whose mothers met criteria for GAD had equivalent treatment outcomes to children of non-anxious mothers, whereas children who had mothers with social phobia did significantly less well following treatment. One possible interpretation of these findings is that mothers with Social Phobia may engage in specific behaviours which militate against positive treatment outcome (e.g. reduced encouragement/autonomy granting, increased fear modelling).
Results from studies of information transfer conducted with non-clinical populations are consistent with the notion of diagnostically specific effects on fear acquisition. Thus, in the studies of Field and colleagues, children typically show increased fear responses to the specific animal about which they receive negative information, and this effect does not generalise to animals about which they receive no information (e.g. Field et al., 2003; 2008).

Few studies have examined diagnostic specificity in relation to the constructs of parental negativity and control, a notable exception being one reported by Wood (2006). Wood argues that parental intrusiveness may be a specific risk for Separation Anxiety Disorder (SAD) amongst children prone to anxiety, because it promotes reliance on the caregiver, reduces opportunities to experience feelings of mastery, control and self-efficacy, and reinforces clingy behaviour. In Wood’s study, the extent of parental intrusiveness was established for 40 6-13 year old clinically anxious children. Intrusiveness was assessed using a composite of observed intrusive physical contact (in the ‘belt-buckling task’), parent and child reported degree of parental help with daily routines, and parent perceptions of help required by the child with daily living skills. Parental intrusiveness was significantly associated with severity of SAD (clinician, child and parent reports), but not with severity of social phobia and GAD.

Both the Smoky Mountain and the Virginia twin studies mentioned above examined the question of specificities in children’s perceived parenting within the anxiety disorders. Harsh discipline was associated with GAD in the Smoky Mountain study, as was the similar dimension of authoritative parenting in the Virginia study; however, in the latter, over-protection was also a significant factor. In the Smoky Mountain study, no perceived parenting dimension had a significant unique association with social phobia or child SAD, over and above their association with other child disorders, whereas in the Virginia study, all three parenting dimensions assessed (i.e. harsh discipline, authoritative parenting and overprotection) made significant contributions to phobias (including social phobia), independent of effects on other disorders.
The final issue in relation to specificity is that parents may show particular parenting behaviours only within specific contexts, for example contexts that either the parent or the child (or both) find stressful. Wood’s (2006) findings, for example, might have been different if parental intrusiveness had been assessed within a specific social stress task. Murray et al’s (2007) findings are consistent with this idea: mothers with social phobia, but not mothers with GAD, differed from controls in key parenting behaviours within social, but not non-social, tasks.

In summary, research findings to date concerning the association between parenting characteristics and child anxiety may have been distorted by a failure to consider issues of specificity – that is, whether parenting characteristics are specifically associated with child anxiety disorders in comparison to child psychopathology generally, whether specific child and parental anxiety disorders are associated with particular behaviours, and whether parenting behaviours are elicited within specific domains (e.g. within particular stressful contexts). It is essential that future research takes account of these issues in order to identify specific targets for prevention and therapeutic intervention for anxious youth.

(ii) Effects of parent sex

As previously noted, the majority of studies conducted to date have either restricted their samples to mothers, or have included too few fathers to be able to look at differential effects of parent sex. While evidence does not clearly show that fathers, unlike mothers, of anxious children have a raised rate of current anxiety disorder (e.g. Cooper et al., 2006), there is evidence that fathers have an increased lifetime history of anxiety disorder when compared to fathers of non-anxious children (Cooper et al., 2006; Martin et al, 1999). This consideration is important because studies have shown that a past history of psychological distress can continue to have an effect on cognitions (e.g. Hollon et al., 1986) and parenting behaviours, even when there is no current disturbance (Stein et al., 1991). In other words, both maternal and paternal behaviours could contribute to the intergenerational transmission of anxiety. The issue resolves to three central questions: (a) do
mothers and fathers tend to parent in similar ways? (b) Is the impact of particular parental
behaviours the same whether it comes from mothers or fathers? And (c) are there distinctive
features of mothers’ and fathers’ parental interactions that make a specific contribution to the
development of child anxiety?

In relation to the first issue, few studies have directly addressed associations between both mothers’
and fathers’ cognitions and/or behaviours and child anxiety disorder. A notable exception is Barrett
et al. (1996) in which fathers’ and mothers’ responses to ambiguous scenarios involving their child
were assessed. Results for fathers were consistent with those reported for mothers. In particular,
fathers of anxious children expected their children to respond in a more avoidant manner than
fathers of non-anxious children. As noted above, however, this study is limited in that it is unclear to
what extent the parents were simply representing their child’s actual response, rather than
evidencing a parental cognitive distortion. In their detailed analysis of parent-child discussions in a
subset of families in the above study, Dadds et al. (1996) reported that fathers, like mothers, of
clinically anxious children (anxious and aggressive) responded to an avoidant communication from
their child with their own avoidant communication. Studies that have assessed children’s
perceptions of parenting have also found consistent patterns based on ratings of maternal and
paternal behaviour. Siqueland, Kendall, & Steinberg (1996), for example, reported that 9 to 12 year
old children with anxiety disorders rated both their mothers and fathers as significantly less
accepting than control children. Most important, in this study, children’s ratings of parental
acceptance were significantly associated with independent observers’ ratings of parental warmth.
Similarly, Gruner, Muris, & Merckelbach (1999), in a community sample of 9-12 year old children,
found that both (child-reported) maternal and paternal rejection, and control and anxious rearing,
were associated with self-reported child anxiety.

In relation to the second issue, there is evidence to suggest that the impact of certain parental
behaviours may be similar for both mothers and fathers. For example, Dadds and Barrett (1996)
found that an avoidant communication pattern between both mothers and fathers and their children was associated with the extent to which children adopted avoidant plans following family conversations. Rubin et al. (1999), who also reported few differences between mothers’ and fathers’ expressed parenting styles at assessments made when their children were two and four years of age, found equivalent associations for mothers and fathers between perceived child shyness at 2 years and parental encouragement of independence at 4 years.

Despite these indications of equivalence, others have suggested that fathers may also typically take on a different role to mothers, due to biological and socially reinforced characteristics. For example, fathers may be important agents for children to experience boisterous, stimulating and emotionally-arousing play that encourages risk-taking and facing challenges which may buffer against early separation, stranger and novelty anxiety (Bögels & Phares, 2008). There is some evidence that the parenting behaviours that distinguish anxious and non-anxious children may be different in fathers and mothers, although studies have largely been limited to non-clinical, adolescent samples and rely on measures of perceived parenting. For example, Brakel, van Muris, Bögels and Thomassen (2006) reported that 11-15 year old adolescents’ reports of paternal (but not maternal) anxious rearing behaviours were associated with anxiety symptoms. The possibility that there may be specific effects of parental sex depending on child sex has been supported by Bosco, Renk, Dinger, Epstein and Phares (2003) who found that adolescent daughters’ (but not sons’) reports of fathers’, but not mothers’, lower acceptance and higher control contributed to increased adolescent anxiety (independent of the association with depression). Similarly, in a sample of older adolescent girls, more negative perceptions of fathers were associated with increased anxiety (Renk, McKinney, Klein, & Oliveros, 2006). Unfortunately, most studies have not been equipped to identify whether these effects are specific to anxiety, and where comorbid difficulties have been assessed results have suggested that fathers’ controlling and rejecting parenting (but not mothers’) were associated with child externalising symptoms, and not child social anxiety (Bögels et al, 2001) or shy and anxious behaviour (McCabe, Clark & Bennett, 1999).
However, in an important longitudinal study which included observational and parent report measures of father and mother behaviour with their first-born sons (Belsky, Hsieh & Crinic, 1998), the extent to which fathers, but not mothers, displayed what are traditionally viewed as positive rearing behaviours (sensitive and non-intrusive) was associated with increased inhibition in vulnerable male toddlers (previously classified as inhibited). These findings are contrary to models of the development of anxiety that postulate that higher levels of intrusiveness will be associated with increased child anxiety. The authors consider the possibility that inhibited boys may benefit from fathers who push their child to face challenges (appearing less sensitive), rather than fathers who are more sensitive to their child’s vulnerability (and accept and potentially reinforce children’s fears and worries). As this study only involved parents and their sons, whether these findings represented a specific effect for boys remains an open question.

Another important consideration is the impact of concordance between maternal and paternal anxiety. The findings to date on this point are highly inconsistent. Merikangas, Avenevoli, Dierker, and Grillon (1999) found that when both parents had an anxiety disorder, their 7-17 year old offspring were nearly twice as likely to have an anxiety disorder than if just one parent has an anxiety disorder. In contrast, Dierker, Merikangas, and Szatmari (1999) found that parental concordance for anxiety and affective disorders did not significantly increase rates of anxiety disorders, again in 7-17 year old offspring, beyond that found in families in which only one parent was affected. Consistent with the latter study, Jorm, Dear, Rodgers and Christensen (2003) reported that although both paternal and maternal affection (as rated by adult offspring) correlated with offspring’s reported anxiety symptoms, if mothers’ affection was low, offspring continued to report high anxiety even in the presence of high paternal affection, suggesting that paternal affection did not compensate for a lack of maternal affection. However, in a longitudinal study of divorced families, father-adolescent closeness predicted less adolescent anxiety, over and above maternal variables (Summers, Forehand, Armistead, & Tannenbaum, 1998).
In summary, evidence is mixed with regard to whether maternal and paternal factors differ in relation to their association with child anxiety, although it has been suggested that fathers may commonly serve a particular role in encouraging risk-taking behaviour, whereas mothers are more commonly responsible for care (Bögels & Phares, 2008). Further research is clearly warranted in this area, in particular, systematic evaluations of the behaviours of mothers and fathers, with their daughters and sons, using rigorous observational methodologies.

Summary

Although many limitations remain in our understanding of parenting pathways to the development of childhood anxiety disorder, the evidence reviewed suggests an interplay between several parenting factors, as illustrated in Figure 1, which are likely to be exacerbated by the presence of parental anxiety. First, research on parenting suggests that child anxiety may be promoted by learning processes of modelling and information transfer. We also suggest that wider parenting practices, such as family socialisation and childcare arrangements, may influence the development of child anxiety by supporting or limiting opportunities for exposure to potential stressors. Although these parental behaviours are likely to be exacerbated in the context of parental anxiety, it is important to note that they may occur independently of parental anxiety (e.g. provision of negative information or modelling by other influential sources). Furthermore, some parenting dimensions associated with child disorder appear to be provoked by particular child characteristics, like temperamental fearfulness or, indeed, child anxiety itself. These include behaviours such as over-involvement or over-protection, lack of encouragement, or autonomy-promotion. We suggest that these behaviours may relate to parental beliefs that the child is vulnerable in the face of a potentially dangerous world. Notably, such cognitions and behaviours are especially likely to arise in parents who are themselves prone to anxiety. These parenting styles initiated by the child’s behaviour, also play a role in maintaining child inhibition and anxiety by reinforcing developing child
cognitions that the world is threatening and that s/he is not capable of coping with or controlling this threat.

Figure 1 about here.

Clinical implications

The proposed model has potential implications for the prevention and clinical management of child anxiety disorders. While individual vulnerability factors may not be strong predictors of later anxiety disorder (see e.g. McLeod et al, 2007), identifying children who experience a combination of vulnerability factors (e.g. high temperamental fearfulness and ‘anxiogenic’ parenting) may allow effective targeting of preventive interventions. Furthermore, the model identifies key parenting practices that are likely to require specific intervention (e.g. reduced encouragement and autonomy granting; see e.g. Wood et al, 2006) and associated parental cognitions, particularly in the context of high parental anxiety. Indeed, the presence of high levels of parental anxiety is likely to be a barrier to optimal child treatment outcome (e.g. Cobham et al, 1998; Creswell, Willetts, Murray, Singhal, & Cooper, 2008). Findings to date relating to improving outcomes for this group have been intriguing. Cobham et al (1998), for example, reported a significant benefit to children whose anxious parents (in terms of the proportion of children who were diagnostic free post-treatment) who received Parent Anxiety Management in addition to individual child CBT although parents themselves did not appear to evidence a reduction in their own anxiety. It is possible that these parents responded to the intervention by becoming aware of their anxiogenic parenting and changing their parenting behaviours. The suggestion that parental behaviours, rather than parental anxiety per se, may be important in relation to treatment outcome is supported by findings of a preliminary study in which maternal modelling of anxiety during interactions with the child was a significant predictor of child treatment outcome (Creswell et al., 2008). Future studies, which systematically address both parental anxiety and parental behaviours, will help determine whether it is necessary to address parental anxiety itself, or whether it is sufficient to deal only with the parenting consequences of that anxiety.
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